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The 1990s saw an enormous increase in sIndies investigating the brain
correlates of language processing. Willi the advent of techniques for invivo scanning of the human brain in action (e.g., PET, fMKi, MEG), we
no lunger need fo rely on I he experiments of nature in the form of a brain
lesion, lo study the relation between brain and language. One could thus
argue that a solid bridge between psycholing rustics and neurobiology
has been established. In addition to the classical behavioral measures
such as reaction limes, speech errors, acceptability ratings, etc., we are
nowadays able to measure the neuronal responses that underlie specific
language tasks. Psycho Unguis lies and. neurobiology arc on common
ground, so one could think.
Mow ever, there is also another perspective on the relation between
psycholinguislics and neurobiology. Many in the field of psycholiuguistics feel a deep dissatisfaction about the psycho linguistic quality of most
neuroimaging studies on language. The sophistication in psycholinguislics in carefully eon I rolling lor numerous potential confounds in the
materials (frequency, familiarity, morphological structure, phonological
structure, etc., etc.) and in addressing issues based on explicit models of
speaking, listening, reading or vvriling, is very often not present in
neuroimaging studies on language. I hat? the privilege lo review the
language abstracts for the annual meeting.of the Organization for Human
Brain Mapping for a number of years. Overall, the psycholinguistic
quality of the majority ol these submissions is disappointing, hi short,
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although Hie: bridge: between psycholinguistics and neurobiology is there,
more traffic back and forth is needed to shape ati Integra led cognitive
lieu rose ience of language.
In order to define the criteria that an adequate nemo biology of
language has lo meet, w e first need lo clarify what we lake our
t'.xphnunuiuw lo be. If, like myself, one is interested not only in the cogni
tive architecture of language, but also in the only machinery that so far
has been able to instantiate natural language {i.e., the human brain), it is
obvious that the bridge between psycholinguistics and neurobiology has
to be crossed. However, it is a perfectly valid posilion lo restrict one's
explanandum to Ihe cognitive architecture of language functions. J'or a
psycholinguist of that kind the brain facts will only be relevant in so far
as they can be used lo develop, select or constrain, a cognitive architecture
model for the language function of interest. The cognitive architecture
then specifies the levels of representation needed and the processing
steps required for accessing representational structures, and for per
forming the necessary computational operations on them, such that
unification of all the relevant bits and pieces results. Hven in I his case, I
believe that brain facts are relevant, bet me give two examples. Recently,
Kent pen (2003) has proposed an explicit computational model of syntac
tic processing thai, deals with both syntactic encoding and grammatical
decoding (parsing), For a number of reasons (such as speaker-hearer
alignment during dialog (Carrod & Pickering, 2(104; Pickering & Garrod,
this vol time) a common mechanism for grammatical encoding and
decoding is attractive. Nevertheless, the common mechanism view goes
against the standard view that assumes separate mechanisms for
encoding and parsing. To decide empirically between Ihe cm: vs. two
mechanisms architecture, brain fat:Is might lie relevant. For instance, a
common mechanism view would be hard to reconcile with neuron nag ing
data that, show a clear segregation of areas activated by encoding and
areas activated by decoding. Under the reasonable assumption that a
common mechanism view and a se pa rale mechanism view have con
sequences for the hypothesized neural organization of grammatical
encoding/decoding, brain facts do contribute to the body of empirical
data that might guide the choice for one cognitive architecture option
over the other.
A second example relates to the nature of the information flow. For
instance, strictly feed forward models of language processing (e.g., Culler
& Clifton, 1999) predict a fixed spalio temporal pattern of brain activity
thai is no I seriously modulated by attention or oulput related factors
(e.g., lask parameters). It is compatible with a serial model of perception
and action, in which a perceptual stage is followed by central cognition
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(e.g., executive function), which is then lollowed by appropriate action (cf
.Fodor, 1983). Recent findings in cognitive ncmoscience (e.g., Kizzolalli,
Fogassi, & Gallesc, 2002) raise serious doubts about, the general tenabil.ity
of the serial model. Whoever's model may finally I urn out to be the right.
one for language perception, it seems that a strictly feedforward model
of language: perception predicts another spatio-temporal profile of brain
activity under various task conditions than an interactive model. Again
evidence from MliG/F.FG a n d / o r IMRI studies could provide relevant
empirical evidence lo select among alternalive architectural options.
In summary, an adequate neurobiology ol language can provide data
thai, are of relevance for specifications in terms of the cognitive architec
ture of language functions. At the same time, the relevant brain facts can
only be obtained, in neu rose ience research that is strongly guided by state
of the art psycholinguistics in terms of theoretical models and experi
mental materials. Finally, explicit computational models are helpful in
achieving ihe necessary precision in specifying Ihe consequences of
particular principles of both cognitive and neural, architectures. This is
what I refer to as the triangle of cognitive neu rose ience, with mutual
constraints operating a I the levels ol Ihe computational models, ihe
cognitive architectures and the neural architectures. The criteria for an
integrated neurobiology of language are thus specifications of the neural.
principles of language functions thai are adequate in relation to
behavioral data and the cognitive architectures derived from these da la
(.upward mlmwicg), and specifications of the cognitive: architectures that
are adequate in the light of our understanding of I In: principles of brain
function ((.liiwnwnrd adequacy). The under lying assumption is ol. course
that there is a systematic relation between cognitive states and brain
slates. Despite claims made in the past that these two levels of
description and explanation might not be related in a lawful or
transparent way (e.g., Fodor, 1975; Mohler, Moil on, & Jusczyk, 1984), the
recent, success of cognitive neuroscience is seen as an indication, that this
assumption is valid.
In the remainder of this chapter I outline how in a neurobiological
account of language one can specify Ihe contribution of the classical
language area, hToea's area, in a way that does justice to both psycho!inguislic models of language and our general, understanding of this part of
Ihe brain.

BROCA'S COMPLEX
Despite some disagreement in the literature, most authors agree that
Broea's area comprises Brodmann Areas 44 and 45 ol the left hemisphere.
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In the classical textbooks lliese areas coincide at the macroscopic level
with Ihe pars operculars (BA 44) trad the pais triangularis (BA 45) of the
third I rout a I convolution. However, since there is much ana lorn ical vari
ability, in many brains these ureas are nof easy to identity (Uylings,
Malofeeva, Bogolc pova, Amunts, & Ziiilcs, 1999). Furthermore, cvloarchileclonic analysis (Amimls, Schleicher, & Zilles, 1997) shows thai the
borders of areas 44 and 45 do no I neatly coincide with Ihe sulci (hat were
assumed to form, their boundaries in gross anatomical lerms. More
fundamentally, one has to ask vvhal [he justification is to subsume these
two cytoarchi tec tonic areas under the overarching heading of Broca,
rather than, say, areas 45 and 47. Areas 44 and 45 show a number of clear
cytoarchitectonic differences, one of which is that 45 has a granular layer
IV, whereas 44 is dysgranular. In contrast, like area 45, area 47 is part of
the heleromod.al component of the frontal lobe, known as Ihe granular
cortex (Mesulam, 2002). In addition, areas 44 and 45 have clearly distinct
postnatal development! trajectories and show a difference in their
patterns of lateral asymmetry. Using an observer-independent method
for delineating cortical areas, An mills and colleagues (1999) analyzed
histological sections of 10 human brains. They found a significant left
over-right asymmetry in cell density for area 44, whereas no significant
left-right differences were observed for area 45.
From a neuroanatomical perspective, I here thus seems lo he no strong
motivation lo Ireat Broca's area as a natural kind. There is nof (yet)
convincing neuroanatomical evidence thai necessitates ihe marriage of
BA 44 and BA 45 into one unified area that is motivated from a
cy loa rchitecto n ic, hislo I og i ca I, and rece ptor-are h i iecU i nic point of view.
On the basis of imaging studies, i I is not unlikely that the pars or bi la I is of
the third frontal convolution (roughly corresponding lo BA47) is part of
the frontal language network as well (Devlin, Met thews, & Rush worth,
2003; liagoorl, I laid, Bastiaansen, & Pclersson, 2004). Prom a functional
anatomical perspective it thus makes sense lo use the term Rival's complex
for this sel of areas. Most of Broca's complex (especially BA 45 and 47) is
part of prefrontal cortex, the remainder (especially BA 44) is classically
seen as belonging to premotor cortex, jusl as ventral BA6, which might
be involved in language processing as well.

Broca's complex as part of prefrontal cortex

The account that 1 propose hereafter is based on an embedding of
Broca's complex in the overall functional architecture of prefrontal cortex,
and a general d is line lion between memory retrieval of linguistic infor
mation and combinatorial operations on information retrieved from the
mental lexicon. These operations are referred lo as unification or binding.
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Integration is an important part of prefrontal cortex function. This holds
(specially for integration of information in Ihe lime domain (Fu sler,
1995). To fulfill lb is role, prefrontal cortex needs lo be able lo hold
information online (Mesulam, 2002), and to select among competing
alternatives (Thompson-Sellill, D'Hsposilo, &. Kan, 1999; ThompsonSchill, this volume), lilectrophysiological recordings in the macaque.
monkey have shown thai this area is important for sustaining
information triggered by a transient event for many seconds (Miller,
2000). This allows pre Iron la I cortex to select among and to establish
unifications between pieces of information thai, are perceived, or retrieved
from memory at different moments in time. Recent ncumanaging studies
indicate that Broca's complex contribute to the unification operations
required for binding, single word information into larger structures. In
psycholinguislics, integration and unificalion refer to what is usually
tailed posI-lexical processing. These are Ihe operations on information
that is retrieved from the mental lexicon. It seems that prefrontal cortex
is especially well united to contribute lo post-lexical processing. In Ihe
context of language processing, integration includes selection among
competing unificalion possibilities, so that one unified representation
spanning Ihe whole utterance remains.
In this chapter 1 do nof review the rapidly increasing number of
neuroimaging studies on different aspects of language processing, and
on the role of the Ie.fl inferior frontal cortex in this con I ex I. However, what
I do is highlight a few points of whal 1 lake to be lessons to be learnt.
from this recent body of evidence.
A first important lesson is thai il would be a serious mistake lo
assume that Broca's area is a language-specific area, and that within the
language domain it only subserves one very specific fundi on. As
Mesulam has argued in a series of classical papers (Mesulam, 1998, 1990),
"many cortical nodes are likely lo participate in Ihe function of more than
one network. Conceivably, top-down connections from Iransmodal areas
could differentially recruit such a cortical node into the service of one
network or another." (1998: 1040). In this conception, a particular
cognitive function is most likely served by a distributed network of areas,
rather than by one local area alone. In addition, the local area participates
in more than one function. For instance, Broca's area has also been found
activated when subjects had lo search for a target hidden within a complex
geometric pattern (Pink et al., in press), or during mental imagery of
grasping movements (L)ecety el a I., 1994). A one-to-one mapping
between Broca's area and a specific functional component of the
language system would thus be a highly unlikely outcome. Nevertheless,
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niany nourolinguisltc accounls of tin; role of Bioca's a i m still presuppose
such ii one-to-one mapping (e.g., Grod7.msky, 2000). Data from
ncuroscience argue; against such a kind of organization. Hvcn lor the
visual system, it is claimed thai (he representations of. for example,
objects and laces in ventral temporal cortex are widely distributed and
overlapping (Ilaxby el a!., 2001). It. would indeed be highly surprising if
the different representational domains in the language network would
behave according to more local is I principles than the visual system.
The second lesson to be learnt is that within Broca's complex, there
might be fimclionally defined subrcgions. By now, there is some
indication thai this complex shows a ventral to dorsal gradient
(Bookheimer, 2002). Roughly speaking, HA 47 and BA 45 are involved in
semantic processing, BA 45, 44, and 4.6 contribute to syntactic processing
(see figure 10.1). Finally 13A 14 and DA 6 have a role, in phonological
processing. Broca's complex is thus involved in at least three different
domains of langi[age prticesstrig (sema ntic, syn tactic, photioIogical), w i th,
presumably, a certain level of relalive specialization within different.
suhregions of Broca's complex. I lowever, the overlap of activations
between these three different types of in for ma lion is substantial.
Subrcgional specificity within Broca's complex for any of these
informal ion types can thus not. be concluded.

.from a cognitive nourosciencc perspective, I lie conclusion must be
thai neither at the level of brain structure nor al the level of cognitive
function is Broca's area a natural kind. Instead, within the left inferior
frontal cortex, il relets to a conglomerate of related but cyloarchilcclonically distinct areas with a respoosivily to distinct information types
within the domains of language comprehension and production. Almost
certainly, the conglomerate contributes to other cognitive functions as
well. In what follows I propose a role of Broca's complex in what I refer
to as binding or uni filiation of information, relrieved I m m the mental
lexicon.

HG. 10.1. I .a (cm I view of I lie left hemisphere. Brodniann areas (BA) are marked
by number. Classically, lirora's area comprises P.A 4-1 and BA 45. (after Mesnfam,
2002). SF: Sylvian fissure. Sparsely dot led areas: Heloroniodal association cortex,
ineludin}', BA 15 and BA 47. Densely ilolled area: Mofor-premoLor cortex,
including 15A 44 and BA (>.
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Broca's complex as the unification space for language
Recent accounts of the human language system (Jackondoff, 1999, 2002;
1 .eve11, 1999) assimie a cognilive a rehi tecture, which consists of sepa ra f.e
p rocess ing level* for c< >ncep tu a I / se ma n tic info filiation, o rt hogra ph i c/
phonological, information, and syntactic information. Based on this
architecture, most current models ol language processing agree that, in
on-line sentence processing, different lypes ol constraints are very
quickly la ken into consideration during speaking and listen ing/reading.
Constraints on how words can be structurally combined operate along
side qualitatively distinct constraints on the combination of word
meanings, on the; grouping of words into phonological phrases, and on
the i r ref eron li a 1 hi rid ing i n to a d i scou rse n uid el.
Moreover, in recent linguistic theories, the distinction between lexical
items and traditional rules of grammar is vanishing,. Vov instance,
Jac ken doff (2002) proposes that the only remaining rule of grammar is
UNITY I'lHCES, "and all I he pieces are stored in a common formal that
permits unification." (p. 180). The unification operation clips together
lexicaii/.ed patterns with one or more variables in it. The operation
MERGE in Chomsky's Minimalist frog ram (Chomsky,. 1995) has a simi
lar flavour. Thus, phonological, syntactic, and semantic/pragmatic con
straints determine how lexically available structures are glued together.
In Jacken doffs recent account (2002), for all three levels of re presentation
(phonological, syntactic, semantic/conceptual) information that is re
trieved from the menial lexicon has lo be unified into larger strucUires. In
addition, interface operations link these three levels of analysis. The con
tribution of broca's coin pi ex can he specified in terms of the unification
operations a I. Lhe.se three levels. In short, the left inferior frontal cortex
recruits lexical information, mainly stored in •temporal lobe; s true lures,
and unifies them into overall rcprescillations that span multiword
utterances. Hereafter, I show in more tie tail how Ibis could work for the
syntactic level of analysis (for more details, see Hagoort, 7.003).
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According to the Unification Model for parsing (sec Vossc & Konipcn,
2000) each word form in the; lexicon is associated with a structural frame.
This structural frame consists of a three-tiered unordered tree, specifying
the possible structural environment of the particular lexical item (see
Figure 10.2).
The lop layer of the frame consists of a single; phrasal node (e.g., NP).
This so-called root node is connected to one or more functional nodes
{e.g., Subject, Head, Direct Object) in the second layer of the frame. The
third layer contains again phrasal nodes to which lexical items or other
franles can be a 1.lac.bed.
This parsing account is 'lexicalisf in I he sense that all syntactic: nodes
(e.g., S, Nl', VI', N, V, etc.) are retrieved from the mental lexicon, hi other
words, chunks of syntactic structure are stored in memory. There are no
syntactic: rules thai, introduce; additional nodes. In the on-line com prehen
sion process, structural frames associated with the individual word forms

incrementally enter the unification workspace. In this workspace con
stituent structures spanning the whole utterance are formed by a
Unification opera I ion. This operation consists of linking up lexical frames
with identical root and foot nodes, and checking agreement features
(number, gender, person, etc.).
The resulting unification links between lexical frames are formed
dynamically, which implies that the; strength, of the unification lints
varies over lime until a stale of equilibrium is reached. Due to the
inherent ambiguity in natural language, alternative binding candidates
will usually be available al any poinl in the parsing process. That is, a
particular root node (e.g., PP) often finds more than one matching foot
node (i.e. PP) with which it can form a unification link (for examples see
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ir.agoorl,2t)03).
Ultimately, one: phrasal configuration results. This requires that
among the allernalive binding candidates only one remains active. The
required stale of equilibrium is reached through a process of lateral
inhibition between I wo or more alternative unification links. The;
outcome of the unification process is thus achieved via a selection
mechanism (i.e. lateral inhibition) that 'chooses' between different
unification options (cf. Tho n ipso n-Sch ill, this volume;). In general, due to
gradual decay of activation more recent foot nodes will have a higher
level of activation than the ones that entered the unification space earlier.
In addition, strength levels of the unification links can vary in function of
plausibility (semantic!) effects. For instance, if instrumental modifiers
under S-nodes have a slightly higher default activation than instrumental
modifiers under an NP-node, lateral inhibition can result in overriding
the recency effect.
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hd
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NP
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DP
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h'Kr. 10.2. Syntactic frames in m e m o r y (the mental lexicon), retrieved o n t h e
basis of t h e w o r d form i n p u t l o r t h e s e n t e n c e " t h e w o m a n s e e s (lie m a n w i t h (he
binoculars." 1)1': D e t e r m i n e r Phrase; N P : N o u n I'hnise; S: Sentence; PP:
Prepositional Phrase; art: article; I id: h e a d ; det: determiner; m o d : modifier; subj:
subject; ciobj: direct object.

The Unification Model accounts for sentence complexity effects
known from behavioral measures, such as reading limes. In general,
sentences are harden- to analyze syntactically when more potential
unification links of similar strength enter into coin petition with each
other. Sentences are easy when the number of U-links is small and of
unequal strength.
The advantage of Hie Unification Model is that il is computationally
explicit, il accounts for a large series of empirical findings in the parsing
literature and in the neuropsychological literature on aphasia, and it
belongs to the class of lexicalisl parsing models that have found
increasing support in recent years (Bresnan, 2001; Jackendoff, 2002; Joshi
& Schabcs, "1997; Mac Don a k i Pea rim u Iter, & Seidenberg, 1994).
this model also nicely accounts for Iho two classes of syntax-related
FKP-cffeels that are consistently reported -Aver recent years in ViRP
studies on language. One lype of FKP effect related to syntactic
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processing is the P600/SFS (Hagoorl, brown, & Oroothusen, J993). IIle
P600/SPS is re ported in relation to syntactic violations, syntactic
ambiguities, and syntactic: complexity. Another syntax-related PRP is a
left anterior negativity, referred to as LAN or, if earlier in latency than
400 ins as PLAN (Priederjci, llahne, & Meckfinger, 1996). In contrast to
tin; P600/SPS, the (P)LAN has so far only been observed to syntactic
violations. In the Unification Model, binding (unification) is prevented in
two eases. One case is when I be root node of a syntactic building block
(e.g., NP) does not find another syntactic building block with an identical
fool node (i.e. NP) lo bind to. flic other case is when the agreement check
finds a serious mismatch in the grammatical feature specifications of the
root and foot nodes. Tin; claim is that the (P)LAN results from a failure to
bind, as a result of a negative outcome of the agreement chwk or a failure
to find a ma telling category node. Tor ins lance, the sentence "The woman.
sees the man because with the binoculars" does not result in a completed
parse, since the syntactic frame associated with "because" does not find
unoccupied (embedded) S-rool nodes that it can bind lo. As a result,
unification (ails.
In the context of the Unification Model, I have proposed that the
P600/SPS is related to the lime it lakes to establish unification links of
sufficient strength (llagoorl, 2003). the lime it takes lo build up the
unification links until the required strength is reached is a flee led by
ongoing competition between alternative unification, options (syntactic
ambiguity), by syntactic complexity, and by semantic influences. The
amplitude of the P600/SPS is modulated by the amount of competition.
Compel!lion is reduced when the number ol alternative binding options
is smaller, or when lexical, semantic or discourse context modifies the
strengths of the unification links in a particular direction, thereby
shortening the duration of the competition. Violations result: in a
P600/SPS because unification attempts are still made. For instance, a
mismatch in gender or agreement features might still result in weaker
binding in I he absence of alternative options. However, in such cases the
strength and build-up of U-links will be affected by the partial mismatch
in syntactic feature specification. Compared lo less complex or
syntactically unambiguous sentences, in more complex and syntactically
ambiguous sentences il lakes longer lo build up U-links of sufficient
strength. The latter sentences, therefore, result in a P600/SPS in
comparison lo Ihe foniter ones.

The Unification Model also seems to be compatible with PliT/fMRI
studies on syntactic processing. In a recent meta-analysis of 28
neuroimaging studies, Inclefrey (2003) found two areas that were critical
lor syntactic processing, independent of the; input modality (visual in
reading, auditory in speech). These two supra modal areas for syntactic
processing, were the left posterior superior temporal gyrus and the left
posterior inferior frontal cor I ex, substantially overlapping with left
prefrontal cortex. The lell posterior temporal cortex is known to be
involved in lexical processing, (hidelrcy &. Culler, 2004). In connection to
the Unification fytodel, this part, of the brain might be important for the
retrieval of the syntactic frames that are stored in the lexicon. The
Unification. Space where individual frames are connected into a phrasal
configuration lor the whole1 utterance i nigh I be local i/.ed in the left iron la I
part of the syntax-relevanl network of brain areas.

In summary, it seems I ha I the Unification Model provides an
acceptable account for the collective body of P.KP data on syntactic
processing. II is the most explicit computational model account of these
data lha I is en rren fly aniund.

However, unification operations take place not only al. the syntactic
process in g level. Combinatorial ity is a hallmark of language across
re presen tal ion a I d o mains. 'J h a I is, i t holds equally for sy ntaelic, scman lie
and phonological levels of analyses. Jn all these cases lexical bits and
pieces have lo be combined and integrated into larger structures. The
need for combining independent bits and pieces into a single coherent
percept is no I. unique for language comprehension. It also holds for the
visual system. In. visual ueuroscience this is referred lo as the bin ding
pmblcin. I low ever, the tricks that the brain might use for solving the
binding problem in vision most likely don't work for language. The
central question in vision is how the different attributes of an object, that
are known lo be processed in different cortical areas within visual cortex,
are brought together so that they result in a unified visual percept. One
solution that has gained popularity in recent years, although it is still
controversial, is that the mechanism of visual binding is related to the
synchronicity of firing in the cell assemblies that code for the individual
visual feat 11 res (Va rela, Lacha u x, Rod rigu ez, & M a rl i nerie, 2001).
The major difference between visual perception and language
comprehension is that visual binding is more or less instantaneous,
whereas language comprehension is extended in lime, 'the relevant areas
in visual cortex deliver their specific outputs (e.g., color information,
.motion information, etc.) within a very narrow lime window. On the
basis of lhe available experimental evidence, it is assumed that
sy nchroi ions ne t w< > rks e me rge a i id. d i sa p pea r a I time sea 1 es he I w een J 00
ins and 300 ms (Varela el at., 2001). In contrast, one of Ihe hallmarks of
language processing is that information is spread out over relatively
extended time periods. Por instance, in parsing the auditory sentence
"Noam thought of a couple of nice example sentences lor his linguistics
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class but by accident wrote them down in his political diary," I he
information of Noam as the subject of the sen tenet; still has to be; available
some second or so later when I he a cons tit: inform a! ion encoding the finite
verb form "wrote" has reached auditory cortex.
Crucially, the binding problem for language is how information that
is not only processed in different' parts of cortex, but also a I different
time scales and at relatively widely spaced pails of the time axis, can be
unified into a coherent representation of a multiword utterance.
One requirement for solving the binding problem for language is,
therefore, the availability of cortical tissue thai is particularly suited for
maintaining information on-line, while: binding operations take place. As
we I lave seen, prefrontal cortex seems to be especially well-suited for
doing exactly this. It has reciprocal connections to almost all cortical and
subcortical structures, which puts it in a unique neuroanatomies! posi
tion (or bin ding < >pera ti on s across time, both within a nd acre >ss d i ffcrei 11
domains < >.f cogni 1 i on.
The un i f ica Hon opera I ions a I semanf ic and pi K>n<>Iogica I levels share
the extended, time characteristics with syntactic processing. Therefore,
Broca's complex is also suited for these types of unification operations.
Figure 20.3 shows how semantic/conceptual unification and phonologi
cal unilication could be worked out along similar lines, with BA 47 and
45 involved in semantic binding, BA 45 and 44 in. syntactic binding, and
BA 44 and 6 in phonological binding. However, one has to realize that
the overlap of activations for these different in formation types is
substantial, and the ventral-to-dorsal gradient cannot, be taken as solid
evidence for asubregional specificity wilhin Broca's complex.
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BROCA'S AREA REVISITED
As I have tried to make; clear, despite the large appeal of Broca's area, it is
not a very well defined concept. Instead of Broca's area I have then:fore
proposed the use of the term Broca's complex, to refer to a series of
related but distinct areas in. the left inferior frontal cortex, at feast
encompassing BA 47, 45', 44, and ventral 15A6. This set of areas subserves
more than one function in Hie language domain, and presumably other
non-language (unctions as well. In the context of language processing
the common denominator of Broca's complex is its role in selection and
unification operations by which individual pieces of lexical information
are bound t<igether into represeiItalional sIructures spanning inu 1 iiword
utterances. One can thus conclude thai Broca's complex plays a pivotal
role in solving the binding problem for ianguage.

l.'IG. 10.3. The j>radieut in left inferior fronl.il cortex for activations and their
dfeirfhiilioft rotated to semantic, synodic and phonological processing, based on
the mi-La -analysis it. Boofchcimer (2002). The centers represent tin- mean
coordinates of'lhe local maxima., the radii represent the standard deviations of
thedblaiK-e between the local maxima and their means (courtesy of Karl Magnus
Pofcrsson) The aclivalion shown is from artificial grammar violations in
Petersson, forksl.im. and Tngvar (2004). lichw, Hie phonological, syntactic, and
semantic/ conceptual struel.ircs for the sentence-"The little star's beside; the big
star" (lackeiidoff, 2002). The unification opera I ions involved arc: suggested to
require the conlfibtjlion of liroea's complex.
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